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Computer-Aided Drug Discovery Market

The pharmaceutical companies segment

emerged as the global leader in 2021 and

is projected to be the largest market

during the forecast period.

PORTLAND, OREGON, US, September

28, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Computer aided drug discovery market

techniques/tools have been used in

almost every stage of the drug

development pipeline because of their

ability to identify hits, lead to strikes

and maximize results.
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Increasing research and development activities in the field of drugs and vaccines are likely to

accelerate the computer aided drug discovery market share growth. Incorporation of advanced

technologies in CADD is likely to accelerate the size of the computer aided drug discovery market

in the coming years. The merging of artificial intelligence and machine learning with structure-

based approaches has emerged as a powerful new tool for drug development.

The pharmaceutical companies segment emerged as the global leader in 2021 and is projected

to be the largest market during the forecast period. Asia-Pacific is estimated to be the fastest

growing market during the forecast period.

Based on type, structure-based drug design segment emerged as the global leader in 2021 and

is projected to be the largest market during the forecast period. Based on therapeutic area, the

oncology segment emerged as the global leader in 2021 and is projected to be the largest

market during the forecast period.
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•  BOCSCI Inc., 

•  Bioduro-Sundia, 

•  Schrödinger, Inc., 

•  Aragen Life Sciences Pvt. Ltd., 

•  Aris Pharmaceuticals, Inc, 

•  Charles River Laboratories, 

•  Bayer AG, 

•  AstraZeneca, 

•  Albany Molecular Research Inc. (AMRI)
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Ureteral Stents Market

Antibiotics Market
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Allied Market Research (AMR) is a full-service market research and business-consulting wing of

Allied Analytics LLP, based in Portland, Oregon. AMR provides global enterprises as well as

medium and small businesses with unmatched quality of “Market Research Reports” and

“Business Intelligence Solutions.” AMR has a targeted view to provide business insights and

consulting to assist its clients to make strategic business decisions and achieve sustainable

growth in their respective market domain.

AMR introduces its online premium subscription-based library Avenue, designed specifically to

offer cost-effective, one-stop solution for enterprises, investors, and universities. With Avenue,

subscribers can avail an entire repository of reports on more than 2,000 niche industries and

more than 12,000 company profiles. Moreover, users can get an online access to quantitative

and qualitative data in PDF and Excel formats along with analyst support, customization, and

updated versions of reports.
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we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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